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respectively with his AW12 collection “TO INFINITY AND BEYOND” and his SS14 collection 
“AT THE END OF THE WORLD TO THE LEFT”. His AW14 collection “THE ONE AND ONLY” was 
shown at Teatro Armani during Milan Fashion Week on invitation by Giorgio Armani. Since 
then, he has been among the officially listed brands that show at Milan Men’s Fashion Week.

In January 2015, he launched his second line “JULIAN ZIGERLI - ALL TIME FAVORITE”. A diffusion 
line with a non seasonal and unisex approach. All garments and accessories are made in Europe 
with fine Swiss fabrics and Italian leather taking the standard of “basic” pieces to the next level.

UK MEDIA RELATIONS CONTACT
For all press enquiries regarding JULIAN ZIGERLI,
please contact Romain Casella at MAY Concepts: 

T: +44 (0)20 72518447 | M: +44 (0)7515 701 819
E: media@mayconcepts.com | W: www.mayconcepts.com

Showroom: 2 Dufferin Avenue, London EC1Y 8PQ

Born and raised in Switzerland, Julian Zigerli
attended the Berlin University of the Arts. 
After graduating in 2010, he returned to his
roots in Zurich to launch his eponymous label. 
JULIAN ZIGERLI stands for practical, smart 
and technically first class pieces with a 
sporty touch. Love, colour, humour and 
positivity are core to the brand’s ethos. 
The distinctive feature of this label is the way 
it unites extrovert prints and striking colours 
with comfort and wearability.

Celebrated within the world of design since 
his debuts, Julian Zigerli has presented his 
collections around the globe, in cities such 
as Berlin, London, Milan, New York, Paris 
and Seoul. Ever since, he has been enjoying 
success both locally and internationally as well 
as being granted with multiple fashion awards. 

Julian Zigerli was nominated for the Design 
Preis Schweiz in 2011 and for the Swiss Design 
Award which he won twice, in 2012 and 2014;


